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Sheep slaughtering: Week ending

CATEGORY  2015  2014
Weekly Cumulative Weekly Cumulative

Lambs/Hoggets  36,298  155,545  32,563  144,503 
Spring Lambs  -    -    -    -   
Ewes and Rams  6,918  26,942  3,819  17,476 
Light Lambs  2  14  -    234 

TOTAL  43,218  182,501  36,382  162,213 

sheepWatch

Momentum in the lamb trade 
continues. Most sellers are 
securing €5.45/kg to €5.50/
kg, with regular sellers and 
those with higher numbers 
commanding €5.55/kg to 
€5.60/kg as the week pro-
gresses. 

Numbers remain tight de-
spite the price rise, with last 
week’s kill reducing by about 
500 head to 43,218. This does 
not show the total extent of  
the tightness in lamb sup-
plies, with the ewe and ram 
kill rising from 6,564 to 6,918 
as factories try to compen-
sate for falling lamb through-
put. Ewe prices have lifted 
to €3.15/kg to €3.20/kg, with 
rams at €2.90/kg to €3.00/kg. 

The hogget trade is firm 
in the west but there has 
been a sharp rise in quotes 
in the midlands and east as 
plants compete to secure 

supplies. Kildare Chilling 
has increased its base quote 
by 30c/kg and joins Kepak 
Athleague and Ballon Meats 
on €5.40/kg. The plant says 
proof  of  residency is needed 
to secure their 10c/kg quality 
assurance bonus. 

The two ICM plants have 
also lifted their base quote 
by 10c/kg and join Moyval-
ley Meats on €5.30/kg. Some 
producer groups remain 
frustrated with lower quotes, 
saying they are not being re-
warded for delivering in-spec 
stock.

While on the subject of  
specification, plants com-
ment that quality has become 

very variable, with under-
fleshed and overweight 
lambs becoming a rising 
concern. They say sellers 
delivering lambs within the 
desired weight range and 
with adequate cover have a 
better chance of  negotiating 
the higher prices payable. 

IFA sheep committee chair 
John Lynskey advised farm-
ers to assess lamb quality 
to maximise returns. He 
said farmers with in-spec 
lambs should bargain hard 
to achieve the full value for 
their lambs while those with 
under-finished or heavy 
lambs should consider the 
live trade. 

Solid NI trade
Northern base quotes in 
some plants have eased to 
£3.90/kg or the equivalent 
of  €5.40/kg including VAT. 
Regular sellers and those 
handling higher numbers are 
securing 10p/kg to 15p/kg 
higher to ward off  competi-
tion from southern buyers. 

An easing in the value of  
euro to sterling is said to 
have eased competition in 
marts but with 10,016  
sheep imported south  
last week, northern sheep 
remain a vital part of  the 
Irish kill. 

Declan Fennell, Bord Bia, 
reports no change in the 
French and UK market for 
Irish sheepmeat exports. 
Irish lambs are trading in 
France for €5.10/kg to €5.20/
kg or €5.35 to €5.46 includ-
ing VAT while UK prices for 
Irish lamb are reported as 
running 10c/kg higher at 
the equivalent of  €5.46/kg to 
€5.57/kg. 

Declan adds that an analy-
sis of  carcase weights for the 
first four weeks of  the year 
shows an increase of  32% or 
640g to 20.8kg compared to 
the same period in 2015. 

Lambs €5.50/kg and on way to €5.60/kg
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Lambs and hoggets: Week ending 02/02/2016
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2014 Lambs

Factory lamb: This week
                                                                          VAT incl   VAT exc
  c/kg c/kg 
Irish lamb in France   555 529
british lamb  575 548
ICM Navan Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c QA)  530 505
iCm Camolin ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  530 505
Butchers Lamb 545 519
Kildare Chilling ewes (+10c) 290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  540 514
Kepak Athleague  Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+5c QA)  540 514
Dawn ballyhaunis ewes  nQ na
 Lamb nQ na
Moyvalley Lamb  530 505
ballon meats ewes  300 286
 Lamb 540 514
   
northern ireland  p/kg c/kg
Dunbia Dungannon Lamb 22kg NQ NA
Linden foods Lamb 22kg 390 517

DARREN CARTY

Hogget trade: After hitting the heights last week, the hogget 
trade has eased back slightly with the plants at 390p or offering 
no quote. Prices have also come back in the marts as a slight 
weakening of the euro has blunted demand from southern buy-
ers. Kilrea, Monday, had a show of 45 hoggets selling from 345p 
to 367p, down by 5p to 11p/kg across the weights.  Massereene 
sold 946 head ranging from 355p to 384p/kg, down 10p/kg. In 
Saintfield, a show of 484 head sold from 350p to 395p, down 7p 
for lighter weights and there were more store weight lambs on 
offer. For well-fleshed hoggets, 24kg lots were making £87 and 
25kg lots were making £88 a head. In Rathfriland a show of 836 
head sold from 319p to 389p, and averaged 359p/kg, down by 
2p/kg. First lots in Ballymena on Wednesday were back around 
£2 a head. Hoggets at 24kg made £87; 23kg made £83 and 
£84. But one pen of mixed hoggets at 22kg were bid up to £87. 
The prices for fat ewes have also eased back and top prices were 
Newtownstewart £85; Swatragh £90; Omagh £110; Kilrea £75; 
Massereene £86; Saintfield £92 and Rathfriland £107. In Bal-
lymena, Monday evening, a big show of in-lamb Milford ewes sold 
from £118 to £145 with a top price of £148. Milfords are a cross-
bred sheep with Scottish Blackface and lowland breed ancestry. 
Other crossbred ewes made to £142 and £140 a head.

Pig market: Week beginning 01/02/2016
Prices reported to ifa

Potatoes: 02/02/2016
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Pig Slaughterings
Week ended Pigs Sows Total Cumulative
26/12/2015 28322 137 28459 3155915
27/12/2014 16017 148 16165 2968696
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According to mart managers, 
factory agents and wholesal-
ers are anxious for hoggets 
to fill orders. Most manag-
ers say the supply of  fleshed 
hoggets is small and this is 
fuelling the trade. Hoggets 
weighing 48kg to 54kg are 
selling for €118 to €128/head, 
or €70 to €74 over the weight. 
Prices for very good quality 
fleshed hoggets are strong, 
with some making up to 
€135/head. 

The store trade is sharp, 
with short-keep lowland-
bred hoggets weighing 41kg 
to 45kg selling for €108 to 
€115/head, or €67 to €70 over. 
With the improvement in 

the weather there seems to 
be more bite in the trade for 
lighter stores. Lowland-bred 
store hoggets weighing 35kg 
to 40kg are making €85 to 
€105/head, or €50 to €65 over. 
Prior to this farmers were 
reluctant to buy these lighter 
hoggets because the expected 
performance was minimal 
in the wet weather and they 
were not suitable weights for 
an intensive finishing period. 

The cull ewe trade is 

steady on last week’s prices. 
Feeding ewes are selling 
for €75 to €85/head in the 
main, with more forward 
types making €95 to €105/
head. Very light-framed and 
mountain-bred sheep are 
moving at €50 to €65/head. 
Medium-sized fleshed ewes 
are making €110 to €120/head 
while larger framed fleshed 
ewes are selling for €120 plus 
to a top price of  €132/head.

Small entries of  ewes with 

lambs at foot are appearing 
in sales. Young ewes with two 
lambs at foot are making €210 
to €250/head. Aged ewes with 
one and two lambs at foot 
are selling from €140 to €160/
head. In Tullow mart in-lamb 
ewes sold from €120/head for 
aged ewes carrying singles 
up to €198/head for young 
ewes carrying 1.8 lambs, 
while most sold from €145 to 
€170/head.

Lamb Marts:  Price in €/head. Week ending 02/02/2016
<25kg 25-30kg 30-35kg 35-40kg 40-45kg 45-50kg >50kg

All Marts 0 77 82 94 104 117 124
Weekly diff (€/hd) 0 3 -2 1 1 0 1

– p q p p – p

CarneW - - 83 96 106 118 121
CARRIGALLEN - - - 83 106 111 -
ennisCorTHY - - - 98 103 114 125
HEADFORD - - - - - 119 130
rosCommon - - - 85 - 115 123
ROSCREA - - - 92 96 114 126

SHEEP TRENDS

Rosderra:  </= €1.39/kg
Dawn:  </= €1.40/kg
Staunton’s: </= €1.40/kg
Kepak:  </= €1.38/kg
Karro:  </= €1.39/kg 
(All prices dependent on grading of pigs)

Comment: IFA national pigs committee chair Pat O’Flaherty said 
the APS scheme for pigmeat was closed last week following a 
vote in Brussels. The main EU pig producing countries voted to 
close the scheme as they felt the market had reacted positively 
and there was no further need for it. EU prices remained rela-
tively stable, with French and Spanish farmers receiving small 
increases. IFA expressed dissatisfaction with the level of aid 
provided to pig farmers via the EU package. The payment is far 
from sufficient to address current cash flow difficulties.

 — Peter Varley

Wholesale ex-farm potato prices reported to the ifa
 Low High Average
Rooster Box  €300 €350 €320
Rooster 10kg  €3.30 €3.80 €3.70
Kerr’s Pink 10kg  €4.00 €5.00 €4.40
Whites Box  €250 €290 €270
Golden Wonder 10kg €5.00 €5.80 €5.60

Comment: Last year growers had already begun planting first 
earlies and will start this year as soon as conditions allow. 
Admittedly, last year saw reasonable returns for early growers, 
but only unique circumstances facilitated this. A combination of 
record low planted area, poor yields due to frost damage and a 
staggered entry to the market from southern to eastern areas 
contributed to a decent season. There are still Queens available, 
indicating the market was not undersupplied. Growers need to re-
flect on the above and remember it will take very little to tip the 
balance this year for a repeat of the loss-making 2014 season.
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the higher prices payable. 
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John Lynskey advised farm-
ers to assess lamb quality 
to maximise returns. He 
said farmers with in-spec 
lambs should bargain hard 
to achieve the full value for 
their lambs while those with 
under-finished or heavy 
lambs should consider the 
live trade. 

Solid NI trade
Northern base quotes in 
some plants have eased to 
£3.90/kg or the equivalent 
of  €5.40/kg including VAT. 
Regular sellers and those 
handling higher numbers are 
securing 10p/kg to 15p/kg 
higher to ward off  competi-
tion from southern buyers. 

An easing in the value of  
euro to sterling is said to 
have eased competition in 
marts but with 10,016  
sheep imported south  
last week, northern sheep 
remain a vital part of  the 
Irish kill. 

Declan Fennell, Bord Bia, 
reports no change in the 
French and UK market for 
Irish sheepmeat exports. 
Irish lambs are trading in 
France for €5.10/kg to €5.20/
kg or €5.35 to €5.46 includ-
ing VAT while UK prices for 
Irish lamb are reported as 
running 10c/kg higher at 
the equivalent of  €5.46/kg to 
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Declan adds that an analy-
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Hogget trade: After hitting the heights last week, the hogget 
trade has eased back slightly with the plants at 390p or offering 
no quote. Prices have also come back in the marts as a slight 
weakening of the euro has blunted demand from southern buy-
ers. Kilrea, Monday, had a show of 45 hoggets selling from 345p 
to 367p, down by 5p to 11p/kg across the weights.  Massereene 
sold 946 head ranging from 355p to 384p/kg, down 10p/kg. In 
Saintfield, a show of 484 head sold from 350p to 395p, down 7p 
for lighter weights and there were more store weight lambs on 
offer. For well-fleshed hoggets, 24kg lots were making £87 and 
25kg lots were making £88 a head. In Rathfriland a show of 836 
head sold from 319p to 389p, and averaged 359p/kg, down by 
2p/kg. First lots in Ballymena on Wednesday were back around 
£2 a head. Hoggets at 24kg made £87; 23kg made £83 and 
£84. But one pen of mixed hoggets at 22kg were bid up to £87. 
The prices for fat ewes have also eased back and top prices were 
Newtownstewart £85; Swatragh £90; Omagh £110; Kilrea £75; 
Massereene £86; Saintfield £92 and Rathfriland £107. In Bal-
lymena, Monday evening, a big show of in-lamb Milford ewes sold 
from £118 to £145 with a top price of £148. Milfords are a cross-
bred sheep with Scottish Blackface and lowland breed ancestry. 
Other crossbred ewes made to £142 and £140 a head.
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According to mart managers, 
factory agents and wholesal-
ers are anxious for hoggets 
to fill orders. Most manag-
ers say the supply of  fleshed 
hoggets is small and this is 
fuelling the trade. Hoggets 
weighing 48kg to 54kg are 
selling for €118 to €128/head, 
or €70 to €74 over the weight. 
Prices for very good quality 
fleshed hoggets are strong, 
with some making up to 
€135/head. 

The store trade is sharp, 
with short-keep lowland-
bred hoggets weighing 41kg 
to 45kg selling for €108 to 
€115/head, or €67 to €70 over. 
With the improvement in 

the weather there seems to 
be more bite in the trade for 
lighter stores. Lowland-bred 
store hoggets weighing 35kg 
to 40kg are making €85 to 
€105/head, or €50 to €65 over. 
Prior to this farmers were 
reluctant to buy these lighter 
hoggets because the expected 
performance was minimal 
in the wet weather and they 
were not suitable weights for 
an intensive finishing period. 

The cull ewe trade is 

steady on last week’s prices. 
Feeding ewes are selling 
for €75 to €85/head in the 
main, with more forward 
types making €95 to €105/
head. Very light-framed and 
mountain-bred sheep are 
moving at €50 to €65/head. 
Medium-sized fleshed ewes 
are making €110 to €120/head 
while larger framed fleshed 
ewes are selling for €120 plus 
to a top price of  €132/head.

Small entries of  ewes with 

lambs at foot are appearing 
in sales. Young ewes with two 
lambs at foot are making €210 
to €250/head. Aged ewes with 
one and two lambs at foot 
are selling from €140 to €160/
head. In Tullow mart in-lamb 
ewes sold from €120/head for 
aged ewes carrying singles 
up to €198/head for young 
ewes carrying 1.8 lambs, 
while most sold from €145 to 
€170/head.

Lamb Marts:  Price in €/head. Week ending 02/02/2016
<25kg 25-30kg 30-35kg 35-40kg 40-45kg 45-50kg >50kg

All Marts 0 77 82 94 104 117 124
Weekly diff (€/hd) 0 3 -2 1 1 0 1

– p q p p – p

CarneW - - 83 96 106 118 121
CARRIGALLEN - - - 83 106 111 -
ennisCorTHY - - - 98 103 114 125
HEADFORD - - - - - 119 130
rosCommon - - - 85 - 115 123
ROSCREA - - - 92 96 114 126

SHEEP TRENDS

Rosderra:  </= €1.39/kg
Dawn:  </= €1.40/kg
Staunton’s: </= €1.40/kg
Kepak:  </= €1.38/kg
Karro:  </= €1.39/kg 
(All prices dependent on grading of pigs)

Comment: IFA national pigs committee chair Pat O’Flaherty said 
the APS scheme for pigmeat was closed last week following a 
vote in Brussels. The main EU pig producing countries voted to 
close the scheme as they felt the market had reacted positively 
and there was no further need for it. EU prices remained rela-
tively stable, with French and Spanish farmers receiving small 
increases. IFA expressed dissatisfaction with the level of aid 
provided to pig farmers via the EU package. The payment is far 
from sufficient to address current cash flow difficulties.

 — Peter Varley

Wholesale ex-farm potato prices reported to the ifa
 Low High Average
Rooster Box  €300 €350 €320
Rooster 10kg  €3.30 €3.80 €3.70
Kerr’s Pink 10kg  €4.00 €5.00 €4.40
Whites Box  €250 €290 €270
Golden Wonder 10kg €5.00 €5.80 €5.60

Comment: Last year growers had already begun planting first 
earlies and will start this year as soon as conditions allow. 
Admittedly, last year saw reasonable returns for early growers, 
but only unique circumstances facilitated this. A combination of 
record low planted area, poor yields due to frost damage and a 
staggered entry to the market from southern to eastern areas 
contributed to a decent season. There are still Queens available, 
indicating the market was not undersupplied. Growers need to re-
flect on the above and remember it will take very little to tip the 
balance this year for a repeat of the loss-making 2014 season.
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John Lynskey advised farm-
ers to assess lamb quality 
to maximise returns. He 
said farmers with in-spec 
lambs should bargain hard 
to achieve the full value for 
their lambs while those with 
under-finished or heavy 
lambs should consider the 
live trade. 

Solid NI trade
Northern base quotes in 
some plants have eased to 
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of  €5.40/kg including VAT. 
Regular sellers and those 
handling higher numbers are 
securing 10p/kg to 15p/kg 
higher to ward off  competi-
tion from southern buyers. 

An easing in the value of  
euro to sterling is said to 
have eased competition in 
marts but with 10,016  
sheep imported south  
last week, northern sheep 
remain a vital part of  the 
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Declan Fennell, Bord Bia, 
reports no change in the 
French and UK market for 
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Irish lambs are trading in 
France for €5.10/kg to €5.20/
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ing VAT while UK prices for 
Irish lamb are reported as 
running 10c/kg higher at 
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shows an increase of  32% or 
640g to 20.8kg compared to 
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Hogget trade: After hitting the heights last week, the hogget 
trade has eased back slightly with the plants at 390p or offering 
no quote. Prices have also come back in the marts as a slight 
weakening of the euro has blunted demand from southern buy-
ers. Kilrea, Monday, had a show of 45 hoggets selling from 345p 
to 367p, down by 5p to 11p/kg across the weights.  Massereene 
sold 946 head ranging from 355p to 384p/kg, down 10p/kg. In 
Saintfield, a show of 484 head sold from 350p to 395p, down 7p 
for lighter weights and there were more store weight lambs on 
offer. For well-fleshed hoggets, 24kg lots were making £87 and 
25kg lots were making £88 a head. In Rathfriland a show of 836 
head sold from 319p to 389p, and averaged 359p/kg, down by 
2p/kg. First lots in Ballymena on Wednesday were back around 
£2 a head. Hoggets at 24kg made £87; 23kg made £83 and 
£84. But one pen of mixed hoggets at 22kg were bid up to £87. 
The prices for fat ewes have also eased back and top prices were 
Newtownstewart £85; Swatragh £90; Omagh £110; Kilrea £75; 
Massereene £86; Saintfield £92 and Rathfriland £107. In Bal-
lymena, Monday evening, a big show of in-lamb Milford ewes sold 
from £118 to £145 with a top price of £148. Milfords are a cross-
bred sheep with Scottish Blackface and lowland breed ancestry. 
Other crossbred ewes made to £142 and £140 a head.

Pig market: Week beginning 01/02/2016
Prices reported to ifa

Potatoes: 02/02/2016
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European pig prices: Week ending 23/01/2016
¤/kg

1.501

1.143

1.19

1.161

1.35

1.218

Pig Slaughterings
Week ended Pigs Sows Total Cumulative
26/12/2015 28322 137 28459 3155915
27/12/2014 16017 148 16165 2968696
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According to mart managers, 
factory agents and wholesal-
ers are anxious for hoggets 
to fill orders. Most manag-
ers say the supply of  fleshed 
hoggets is small and this is 
fuelling the trade. Hoggets 
weighing 48kg to 54kg are 
selling for €118 to €128/head, 
or €70 to €74 over the weight. 
Prices for very good quality 
fleshed hoggets are strong, 
with some making up to 
€135/head. 

The store trade is sharp, 
with short-keep lowland-
bred hoggets weighing 41kg 
to 45kg selling for €108 to 
€115/head, or €67 to €70 over. 
With the improvement in 

the weather there seems to 
be more bite in the trade for 
lighter stores. Lowland-bred 
store hoggets weighing 35kg 
to 40kg are making €85 to 
€105/head, or €50 to €65 over. 
Prior to this farmers were 
reluctant to buy these lighter 
hoggets because the expected 
performance was minimal 
in the wet weather and they 
were not suitable weights for 
an intensive finishing period. 

The cull ewe trade is 

steady on last week’s prices. 
Feeding ewes are selling 
for €75 to €85/head in the 
main, with more forward 
types making €95 to €105/
head. Very light-framed and 
mountain-bred sheep are 
moving at €50 to €65/head. 
Medium-sized fleshed ewes 
are making €110 to €120/head 
while larger framed fleshed 
ewes are selling for €120 plus 
to a top price of  €132/head.

Small entries of  ewes with 

lambs at foot are appearing 
in sales. Young ewes with two 
lambs at foot are making €210 
to €250/head. Aged ewes with 
one and two lambs at foot 
are selling from €140 to €160/
head. In Tullow mart in-lamb 
ewes sold from €120/head for 
aged ewes carrying singles 
up to €198/head for young 
ewes carrying 1.8 lambs, 
while most sold from €145 to 
€170/head.

Lamb Marts:  Price in €/head. Week ending 02/02/2016
<25kg 25-30kg 30-35kg 35-40kg 40-45kg 45-50kg >50kg

All Marts 0 77 82 94 104 117 124
Weekly diff (€/hd) 0 3 -2 1 1 0 1

– p q p p – p

CarneW - - 83 96 106 118 121
CARRIGALLEN - - - 83 106 111 -
ennisCorTHY - - - 98 103 114 125
HEADFORD - - - - - 119 130
rosCommon - - - 85 - 115 123
ROSCREA - - - 92 96 114 126

SHEEP TRENDS

Rosderra:  </= €1.39/kg
Dawn:  </= €1.40/kg
Staunton’s: </= €1.40/kg
Kepak:  </= €1.38/kg
Karro:  </= €1.39/kg 
(All prices dependent on grading of pigs)

Comment: IFA national pigs committee chair Pat O’Flaherty said 
the APS scheme for pigmeat was closed last week following a 
vote in Brussels. The main EU pig producing countries voted to 
close the scheme as they felt the market had reacted positively 
and there was no further need for it. EU prices remained rela-
tively stable, with French and Spanish farmers receiving small 
increases. IFA expressed dissatisfaction with the level of aid 
provided to pig farmers via the EU package. The payment is far 
from sufficient to address current cash flow difficulties.

 — Peter Varley

Wholesale ex-farm potato prices reported to the ifa
 Low High Average
Rooster Box  €300 €350 €320
Rooster 10kg  €3.30 €3.80 €3.70
Kerr’s Pink 10kg  €4.00 €5.00 €4.40
Whites Box  €250 €290 €270
Golden Wonder 10kg €5.00 €5.80 €5.60

Comment: Last year growers had already begun planting first 
earlies and will start this year as soon as conditions allow. 
Admittedly, last year saw reasonable returns for early growers, 
but only unique circumstances facilitated this. A combination of 
record low planted area, poor yields due to frost damage and a 
staggered entry to the market from southern to eastern areas 
contributed to a decent season. There are still Queens available, 
indicating the market was not undersupplied. Growers need to re-
flect on the above and remember it will take very little to tip the 
balance this year for a repeat of the loss-making 2014 season.
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Sheep slaughtering: Week ending

CATEGORY  2015  2014
Weekly Cumulative Weekly Cumulative

Lambs/Hoggets  36,298  155,545  32,563  144,503 
Spring Lambs  -    -    -    -   
Ewes and Rams  6,918  26,942  3,819  17,476 
Light Lambs  2  14  -    234 

TOTAL  43,218  182,501  36,382  162,213 

sheepWatch

Momentum in the lamb trade 
continues. Most sellers are 
securing €5.45/kg to €5.50/
kg, with regular sellers and 
those with higher numbers 
commanding €5.55/kg to 
€5.60/kg as the week pro-
gresses. 

Numbers remain tight de-
spite the price rise, with last 
week’s kill reducing by about 
500 head to 43,218. This does 
not show the total extent of  
the tightness in lamb sup-
plies, with the ewe and ram 
kill rising from 6,564 to 6,918 
as factories try to compen-
sate for falling lamb through-
put. Ewe prices have lifted 
to €3.15/kg to €3.20/kg, with 
rams at €2.90/kg to €3.00/kg. 

The hogget trade is firm 
in the west but there has 
been a sharp rise in quotes 
in the midlands and east as 
plants compete to secure 

supplies. Kildare Chilling 
has increased its base quote 
by 30c/kg and joins Kepak 
Athleague and Ballon Meats 
on €5.40/kg. The plant says 
proof  of  residency is needed 
to secure their 10c/kg quality 
assurance bonus. 

The two ICM plants have 
also lifted their base quote 
by 10c/kg and join Moyval-
ley Meats on €5.30/kg. Some 
producer groups remain 
frustrated with lower quotes, 
saying they are not being re-
warded for delivering in-spec 
stock.

While on the subject of  
specification, plants com-
ment that quality has become 

very variable, with under-
fleshed and overweight 
lambs becoming a rising 
concern. They say sellers 
delivering lambs within the 
desired weight range and 
with adequate cover have a 
better chance of  negotiating 
the higher prices payable. 

IFA sheep committee chair 
John Lynskey advised farm-
ers to assess lamb quality 
to maximise returns. He 
said farmers with in-spec 
lambs should bargain hard 
to achieve the full value for 
their lambs while those with 
under-finished or heavy 
lambs should consider the 
live trade. 

Solid NI trade
Northern base quotes in 
some plants have eased to 
£3.90/kg or the equivalent 
of  €5.40/kg including VAT. 
Regular sellers and those 
handling higher numbers are 
securing 10p/kg to 15p/kg 
higher to ward off  competi-
tion from southern buyers. 

An easing in the value of  
euro to sterling is said to 
have eased competition in 
marts but with 10,016  
sheep imported south  
last week, northern sheep 
remain a vital part of  the 
Irish kill. 

Declan Fennell, Bord Bia, 
reports no change in the 
French and UK market for 
Irish sheepmeat exports. 
Irish lambs are trading in 
France for €5.10/kg to €5.20/
kg or €5.35 to €5.46 includ-
ing VAT while UK prices for 
Irish lamb are reported as 
running 10c/kg higher at 
the equivalent of  €5.46/kg to 
€5.57/kg. 

Declan adds that an analy-
sis of  carcase weights for the 
first four weeks of  the year 
shows an increase of  32% or 
640g to 20.8kg compared to 
the same period in 2015. 

Lambs €5.50/kg and on way to €5.60/kg
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Lambs and hoggets: Week ending 02/02/2016
c/kg

2016 
Hoggets

2015 
Hoggets

2015 Lambs

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJan

2014 Hoggets

2014 Lambs

Factory lamb: This week
                                                                          VAT incl   VAT exc
  c/kg c/kg 
Irish lamb in France   555 529
british lamb  575 548
ICM Navan Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c QA)  530 505
iCm Camolin ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  530 505
Butchers Lamb 545 519
Kildare Chilling ewes (+10c) 290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  540 514
Kepak Athleague  Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+5c QA)  540 514
Dawn ballyhaunis ewes  nQ na
 Lamb nQ na
Moyvalley Lamb  530 505
ballon meats ewes  300 286
 Lamb 540 514
   
northern ireland  p/kg c/kg
Dunbia Dungannon Lamb 22kg NQ NA
Linden foods Lamb 22kg 390 517

DARREN CARTY

Hogget trade: After hitting the heights last week, the hogget 
trade has eased back slightly with the plants at 390p or offering 
no quote. Prices have also come back in the marts as a slight 
weakening of the euro has blunted demand from southern buy-
ers. Kilrea, Monday, had a show of 45 hoggets selling from 345p 
to 367p, down by 5p to 11p/kg across the weights.  Massereene 
sold 946 head ranging from 355p to 384p/kg, down 10p/kg. In 
Saintfield, a show of 484 head sold from 350p to 395p, down 7p 
for lighter weights and there were more store weight lambs on 
offer. For well-fleshed hoggets, 24kg lots were making £87 and 
25kg lots were making £88 a head. In Rathfriland a show of 836 
head sold from 319p to 389p, and averaged 359p/kg, down by 
2p/kg. First lots in Ballymena on Wednesday were back around 
£2 a head. Hoggets at 24kg made £87; 23kg made £83 and 
£84. But one pen of mixed hoggets at 22kg were bid up to £87. 
The prices for fat ewes have also eased back and top prices were 
Newtownstewart £85; Swatragh £90; Omagh £110; Kilrea £75; 
Massereene £86; Saintfield £92 and Rathfriland £107. In Bal-
lymena, Monday evening, a big show of in-lamb Milford ewes sold 
from £118 to £145 with a top price of £148. Milfords are a cross-
bred sheep with Scottish Blackface and lowland breed ancestry. 
Other crossbred ewes made to £142 and £140 a head.

Pig market: Week beginning 01/02/2016
Prices reported to ifa

Potatoes: 02/02/2016
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European pig prices: Week ending 23/01/2016
¤/kg

1.501

1.143

1.19

1.161

1.35

1.218

Pig Slaughterings
Week ended Pigs Sows Total Cumulative
26/12/2015 28322 137 28459 3155915
27/12/2014 16017 148 16165 2968696
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According to mart managers, 
factory agents and wholesal-
ers are anxious for hoggets 
to fill orders. Most manag-
ers say the supply of  fleshed 
hoggets is small and this is 
fuelling the trade. Hoggets 
weighing 48kg to 54kg are 
selling for €118 to €128/head, 
or €70 to €74 over the weight. 
Prices for very good quality 
fleshed hoggets are strong, 
with some making up to 
€135/head. 

The store trade is sharp, 
with short-keep lowland-
bred hoggets weighing 41kg 
to 45kg selling for €108 to 
€115/head, or €67 to €70 over. 
With the improvement in 

the weather there seems to 
be more bite in the trade for 
lighter stores. Lowland-bred 
store hoggets weighing 35kg 
to 40kg are making €85 to 
€105/head, or €50 to €65 over. 
Prior to this farmers were 
reluctant to buy these lighter 
hoggets because the expected 
performance was minimal 
in the wet weather and they 
were not suitable weights for 
an intensive finishing period. 

The cull ewe trade is 

steady on last week’s prices. 
Feeding ewes are selling 
for €75 to €85/head in the 
main, with more forward 
types making €95 to €105/
head. Very light-framed and 
mountain-bred sheep are 
moving at €50 to €65/head. 
Medium-sized fleshed ewes 
are making €110 to €120/head 
while larger framed fleshed 
ewes are selling for €120 plus 
to a top price of  €132/head.

Small entries of  ewes with 

lambs at foot are appearing 
in sales. Young ewes with two 
lambs at foot are making €210 
to €250/head. Aged ewes with 
one and two lambs at foot 
are selling from €140 to €160/
head. In Tullow mart in-lamb 
ewes sold from €120/head for 
aged ewes carrying singles 
up to €198/head for young 
ewes carrying 1.8 lambs, 
while most sold from €145 to 
€170/head.

Lamb Marts:  Price in €/head. Week ending 02/02/2016
<25kg 25-30kg 30-35kg 35-40kg 40-45kg 45-50kg >50kg

All Marts 0 77 82 94 104 117 124
Weekly diff (€/hd) 0 3 -2 1 1 0 1

– p q p p – p

CarneW - - 83 96 106 118 121
CARRIGALLEN - - - 83 106 111 -
ennisCorTHY - - - 98 103 114 125
HEADFORD - - - - - 119 130
rosCommon - - - 85 - 115 123
ROSCREA - - - 92 96 114 126

SHEEP TRENDS

Rosderra:  </= €1.39/kg
Dawn:  </= €1.40/kg
Staunton’s: </= €1.40/kg
Kepak:  </= €1.38/kg
Karro:  </= €1.39/kg 
(All prices dependent on grading of pigs)

Comment: IFA national pigs committee chair Pat O’Flaherty said 
the APS scheme for pigmeat was closed last week following a 
vote in Brussels. The main EU pig producing countries voted to 
close the scheme as they felt the market had reacted positively 
and there was no further need for it. EU prices remained rela-
tively stable, with French and Spanish farmers receiving small 
increases. IFA expressed dissatisfaction with the level of aid 
provided to pig farmers via the EU package. The payment is far 
from sufficient to address current cash flow difficulties.

 — Peter Varley

Wholesale ex-farm potato prices reported to the ifa
 Low High Average
Rooster Box  €300 €350 €320
Rooster 10kg  €3.30 €3.80 €3.70
Kerr’s Pink 10kg  €4.00 €5.00 €4.40
Whites Box  €250 €290 €270
Golden Wonder 10kg €5.00 €5.80 €5.60

Comment: Last year growers had already begun planting first 
earlies and will start this year as soon as conditions allow. 
Admittedly, last year saw reasonable returns for early growers, 
but only unique circumstances facilitated this. A combination of 
record low planted area, poor yields due to frost damage and a 
staggered entry to the market from southern to eastern areas 
contributed to a decent season. There are still Queens available, 
indicating the market was not undersupplied. Growers need to re-
flect on the above and remember it will take very little to tip the 
balance this year for a repeat of the loss-making 2014 season.
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Sheep slaughtering: Week ending

CATEGORY  2015  2014
Weekly Cumulative Weekly Cumulative

Lambs/Hoggets  36,298  155,545  32,563  144,503 
Spring Lambs  -    -    -    -   
Ewes and Rams  6,918  26,942  3,819  17,476 
Light Lambs  2  14  -    234 

TOTAL  43,218  182,501  36,382  162,213 

sheepWatch

Momentum in the lamb trade 
continues. Most sellers are 
securing €5.45/kg to €5.50/
kg, with regular sellers and 
those with higher numbers 
commanding €5.55/kg to 
€5.60/kg as the week pro-
gresses. 

Numbers remain tight de-
spite the price rise, with last 
week’s kill reducing by about 
500 head to 43,218. This does 
not show the total extent of  
the tightness in lamb sup-
plies, with the ewe and ram 
kill rising from 6,564 to 6,918 
as factories try to compen-
sate for falling lamb through-
put. Ewe prices have lifted 
to €3.15/kg to €3.20/kg, with 
rams at €2.90/kg to €3.00/kg. 

The hogget trade is firm 
in the west but there has 
been a sharp rise in quotes 
in the midlands and east as 
plants compete to secure 

supplies. Kildare Chilling 
has increased its base quote 
by 30c/kg and joins Kepak 
Athleague and Ballon Meats 
on €5.40/kg. The plant says 
proof  of  residency is needed 
to secure their 10c/kg quality 
assurance bonus. 

The two ICM plants have 
also lifted their base quote 
by 10c/kg and join Moyval-
ley Meats on €5.30/kg. Some 
producer groups remain 
frustrated with lower quotes, 
saying they are not being re-
warded for delivering in-spec 
stock.

While on the subject of  
specification, plants com-
ment that quality has become 

very variable, with under-
fleshed and overweight 
lambs becoming a rising 
concern. They say sellers 
delivering lambs within the 
desired weight range and 
with adequate cover have a 
better chance of  negotiating 
the higher prices payable. 

IFA sheep committee chair 
John Lynskey advised farm-
ers to assess lamb quality 
to maximise returns. He 
said farmers with in-spec 
lambs should bargain hard 
to achieve the full value for 
their lambs while those with 
under-finished or heavy 
lambs should consider the 
live trade. 

Solid NI trade
Northern base quotes in 
some plants have eased to 
£3.90/kg or the equivalent 
of  €5.40/kg including VAT. 
Regular sellers and those 
handling higher numbers are 
securing 10p/kg to 15p/kg 
higher to ward off  competi-
tion from southern buyers. 

An easing in the value of  
euro to sterling is said to 
have eased competition in 
marts but with 10,016  
sheep imported south  
last week, northern sheep 
remain a vital part of  the 
Irish kill. 

Declan Fennell, Bord Bia, 
reports no change in the 
French and UK market for 
Irish sheepmeat exports. 
Irish lambs are trading in 
France for €5.10/kg to €5.20/
kg or €5.35 to €5.46 includ-
ing VAT while UK prices for 
Irish lamb are reported as 
running 10c/kg higher at 
the equivalent of  €5.46/kg to 
€5.57/kg. 

Declan adds that an analy-
sis of  carcase weights for the 
first four weeks of  the year 
shows an increase of  32% or 
640g to 20.8kg compared to 
the same period in 2015. 

Lambs €5.50/kg and on way to €5.60/kg
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Lambs and hoggets: Week ending 02/02/2016
c/kg
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2014 Hoggets

2014 Lambs

Factory lamb: This week
                                                                          VAT incl   VAT exc
  c/kg c/kg 
Irish lamb in France   555 529
british lamb  575 548
ICM Navan Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c QA)  530 505
iCm Camolin ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  530 505
Butchers Lamb 545 519
Kildare Chilling ewes (+10c) 290 276
 Lamb (+10c Qa)  540 514
Kepak Athleague  Ewes  290 276
 Lamb (+5c QA)  540 514
Dawn ballyhaunis ewes  nQ na
 Lamb nQ na
Moyvalley Lamb  530 505
ballon meats ewes  300 286
 Lamb 540 514
   
northern ireland  p/kg c/kg
Dunbia Dungannon Lamb 22kg NQ NA
Linden foods Lamb 22kg 390 517

DARREN CARTY

Hogget trade: After hitting the heights last week, the hogget 
trade has eased back slightly with the plants at 390p or offering 
no quote. Prices have also come back in the marts as a slight 
weakening of the euro has blunted demand from southern buy-
ers. Kilrea, Monday, had a show of 45 hoggets selling from 345p 
to 367p, down by 5p to 11p/kg across the weights.  Massereene 
sold 946 head ranging from 355p to 384p/kg, down 10p/kg. In 
Saintfield, a show of 484 head sold from 350p to 395p, down 7p 
for lighter weights and there were more store weight lambs on 
offer. For well-fleshed hoggets, 24kg lots were making £87 and 
25kg lots were making £88 a head. In Rathfriland a show of 836 
head sold from 319p to 389p, and averaged 359p/kg, down by 
2p/kg. First lots in Ballymena on Wednesday were back around 
£2 a head. Hoggets at 24kg made £87; 23kg made £83 and 
£84. But one pen of mixed hoggets at 22kg were bid up to £87. 
The prices for fat ewes have also eased back and top prices were 
Newtownstewart £85; Swatragh £90; Omagh £110; Kilrea £75; 
Massereene £86; Saintfield £92 and Rathfriland £107. In Bal-
lymena, Monday evening, a big show of in-lamb Milford ewes sold 
from £118 to £145 with a top price of £148. Milfords are a cross-
bred sheep with Scottish Blackface and lowland breed ancestry. 
Other crossbred ewes made to £142 and £140 a head.

Pig market: Week beginning 01/02/2016
Prices reported to ifa

Potatoes: 02/02/2016
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European pig prices: Week ending 23/01/2016
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1.501

1.143
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1.218

Pig Slaughterings
Week ended Pigs Sows Total Cumulative
26/12/2015 28322 137 28459 3155915
27/12/2014 16017 148 16165 2968696
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According to mart managers, 
factory agents and wholesal-
ers are anxious for hoggets 
to fill orders. Most manag-
ers say the supply of  fleshed 
hoggets is small and this is 
fuelling the trade. Hoggets 
weighing 48kg to 54kg are 
selling for €118 to €128/head, 
or €70 to €74 over the weight. 
Prices for very good quality 
fleshed hoggets are strong, 
with some making up to 
€135/head. 

The store trade is sharp, 
with short-keep lowland-
bred hoggets weighing 41kg 
to 45kg selling for €108 to 
€115/head, or €67 to €70 over. 
With the improvement in 

the weather there seems to 
be more bite in the trade for 
lighter stores. Lowland-bred 
store hoggets weighing 35kg 
to 40kg are making €85 to 
€105/head, or €50 to €65 over. 
Prior to this farmers were 
reluctant to buy these lighter 
hoggets because the expected 
performance was minimal 
in the wet weather and they 
were not suitable weights for 
an intensive finishing period. 

The cull ewe trade is 

steady on last week’s prices. 
Feeding ewes are selling 
for €75 to €85/head in the 
main, with more forward 
types making €95 to €105/
head. Very light-framed and 
mountain-bred sheep are 
moving at €50 to €65/head. 
Medium-sized fleshed ewes 
are making €110 to €120/head 
while larger framed fleshed 
ewes are selling for €120 plus 
to a top price of  €132/head.

Small entries of  ewes with 

lambs at foot are appearing 
in sales. Young ewes with two 
lambs at foot are making €210 
to €250/head. Aged ewes with 
one and two lambs at foot 
are selling from €140 to €160/
head. In Tullow mart in-lamb 
ewes sold from €120/head for 
aged ewes carrying singles 
up to €198/head for young 
ewes carrying 1.8 lambs, 
while most sold from €145 to 
€170/head.

Lamb Marts:  Price in €/head. Week ending 02/02/2016
<25kg 25-30kg 30-35kg 35-40kg 40-45kg 45-50kg >50kg

All Marts 0 77 82 94 104 117 124
Weekly diff (€/hd) 0 3 -2 1 1 0 1

– p q p p – p

CarneW - - 83 96 106 118 121
CARRIGALLEN - - - 83 106 111 -
ennisCorTHY - - - 98 103 114 125
HEADFORD - - - - - 119 130
rosCommon - - - 85 - 115 123
ROSCREA - - - 92 96 114 126

SHEEP TRENDS

Rosderra:  </= €1.39/kg
Dawn:  </= €1.40/kg
Staunton’s: </= €1.40/kg
Kepak:  </= €1.38/kg
Karro:  </= €1.39/kg 
(All prices dependent on grading of pigs)

Comment: IFA national pigs committee chair Pat O’Flaherty said 
the APS scheme for pigmeat was closed last week following a 
vote in Brussels. The main EU pig producing countries voted to 
close the scheme as they felt the market had reacted positively 
and there was no further need for it. EU prices remained rela-
tively stable, with French and Spanish farmers receiving small 
increases. IFA expressed dissatisfaction with the level of aid 
provided to pig farmers via the EU package. The payment is far 
from sufficient to address current cash flow difficulties.

 — Peter Varley

Wholesale ex-farm potato prices reported to the ifa
 Low High Average
Rooster Box  €300 €350 €320
Rooster 10kg  €3.30 €3.80 €3.70
Kerr’s Pink 10kg  €4.00 €5.00 €4.40
Whites Box  €250 €290 €270
Golden Wonder 10kg €5.00 €5.80 €5.60

Comment: Last year growers had already begun planting first 
earlies and will start this year as soon as conditions allow. 
Admittedly, last year saw reasonable returns for early growers, 
but only unique circumstances facilitated this. A combination of 
record low planted area, poor yields due to frost damage and a 
staggered entry to the market from southern to eastern areas 
contributed to a decent season. There are still Queens available, 
indicating the market was not undersupplied. Growers need to re-
flect on the above and remember it will take very little to tip the 
balance this year for a repeat of the loss-making 2014 season.


